Hardware transactional memory (HTM) is a promising technology to improve the productivity of parallel programming. However, a general agreement has not been reached on the consumability of HTM. User experiences indicate that HTM interface is not straightforward to be adopted by programmers to parallelize existing commercial applications, because of the internal limitation of HTM and the difficulties to identify shared variables hidden in the code. In this paper we demonstrate that, with well-designed encapsulation, HTM can deliver good consumability. Based on the study of a typical commercial application in supply chain simulations -GBSE, we develop a general scheduling engine that encapsulates the HTM interface. With the engine, we can convert the sequential program to multi-threaded model without changing any source code for the simulation logic. The time spent on parallelization is reduced from two months to one week, and the performance is close to the manually tuned counterpart with fine-grained locks.
Introduction
Despite years of research, parallel programming is still a challenging problem in most application domains, especially for commercial applications. Transactional memory (TM), with hardware-based solutions to provide desired semantics while incurring the least runtime overhead, has been proposed to ameliorate this challenge. With hardware transactional memory (HTM), programmers simply delimit regions of code that access shared data. The hardware ensures that the execution of these regions appears atomic with respect to other threads. As a result, HTM allows programmers to enforce mutual exclusion as simple as traditional coarse-grained locks, while achieving performance close to fine-grained locks.
However, consumability of HTM programming model is still a point of controversy for commercial application developers, who have to take tradeoff between the cost of parallelization and the performance benefits. Better consumability means that applications can benefit from HTM in performance with less cost of modification and debugging. It's not easy to achieve good consumability due to two reasons. First, when parallelizing a sequential program, its source code usually contains a large quantity of variables shared by functions. Those shared variables are not indicated explicitly, nor protected by locks. To thoroughly identify these variables is a time consuming task. Second, the HTM programming model has limitations. Supporting I/O and other irrevocable operations (like system calls) inside transactions is expensive in terms of implementation complexity and performance loss. Many HTM researches adopt application kernels as benchmarks for performance evaluation. The benchmarks are designed for hardware tuning purpose and cannot reflect the consumability problem of HTM. How to improve the consumability of HTM is a practical problem at the time of HTM's imminent emergence in commercial processors.
Some research works have tried to provide friendly HTM programming interfaces [1] . By adding specific semantics into the HTM interfaces, it brings the new challenge on compatibilities of HTM implementations, which is a major concern for HTM commercial applications. It is more reasonable to solve the problem by combining two approaches: encapsulating general HTM interface by runtime libraries and taking advantage of application's particularities. In this paper a typical commercial application in supply chain simulation domain is studied as a running example. We parallelize it by two ways: HTM and traditional locks. Based on the quantitative comparison of the costs, we demonstrate that HTM can have good consumability with proper encapsulation for such kind of applications. This paper makes the following contributions:
1. It shows that our method can reduce the time of the parallelization work from two months to one week by using a new HTM encapsulation interface on the case study application. The method is also suitable to most real-world applications in the discrete event simulation domain. 2. Besides showing the improvement of productivity, we also evaluate the overall performance and analyze the factors that influence the performance. With HTM encapsulation, we can generally achieve 4.36 and 5.13 times speedup of 8 threads in two different algorithms. The result is close to the performance achieved through fine-grained locks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information on HTM and introduces the application studied in this paper. Section 3 describes the details of the parallelization work and explains how our method can help to improve the consumability. Section 4 presents and analyzes experimental results. Section 5 gives the conclusion.
Background
This section introduces HTM concepts as well as a case study application.
HTM Implementation and Interface
In order to conduct a fair evaluation, we choose a basic HTM implementationBest Effort Transaction (BET), which was referred in many papers as a baseline design [2] , [3] , [4] . BET uses data cache as buffers to save the data accessed by transactions. Each cache line is augmented with an atomic flag (A-flag) and an atomic color (A-color). The A-flag indicates whether the cache line has been accessed by an uncommitted transaction, and A-color indicates which transaction has accessed the cache line. When a transaction accesses a cache line, the A-flag is set; when a transaction is completed or aborted, the A-flag of each cache line that has been accessed by the transaction is cleared. When two transactions access a cache line simultaneously, and at least one of them modifies the cache line, one of the two transactions should be aborted to ensure transaction atomicity. This is called "conflict". If a transaction is aborted, all cache lines modified by the transaction need to be invalidated. Then, the execution flow jumps to a pre-defined error handler, in which the cleanup task can be performed before the transaction is re-executed. From the programmers' perspective, this basic HTM exposes five primitives. TM BEGIN and TM END mark the start and end of a transaction. TM BEGIN has a parameter "priority". It is used to avoid livelock. If a conflict happens, the transaction with lower priority is aborted. In this paper, the lower the value, the higher the priority. Therefore using time stamp as priority leads to the result that the older transaction aborts the younger in a conflict. TM SUSPEND and TM RESUME are two primitives used inside a transaction to temporarily stop and restart the transaction execution. In suspend state, the memory access operations are treated as regular memory access operations, except that conflicts with the thread's own suspended transaction are ignored. I/O and system calls are allowed in suspend state. If a conflict happens in suspend state and the transaction needs to be aborted, the cancelation is delayed until TM RESUME is executed. The last primitive TM VALIDATE is used in suspend state to check whether a conflict happens.
Discrete Event and Supply Chain Simulation
Discrete event simulation (DES) is a method to mimic the dynamics of a real system. The Parallel DES (PDES) in this paper refers to the DES parallelized by multiple threads on a shared memory multiprocessor platform, rather than the distributed DES running on clusters. The core of a parallel discrete event simulator is an event list and a thread pool processing those events. Each event has a time stamp and a handler function. Event list contains all unprocessed events, sorted by time stamps, as shown in Fig. 1 . The main processing loop in a simulator repeatedly removes the oldest event from the event list and calls the handler function for the event. Thus, the process can be viewed as a sequence of event computations. When an event is being processed, it is allowed to add one or more events to the event list with time stamps in the future.
The principle of DES is to ensure that events with different time stamps are processed in time stamp order. This is worthy of extra precaution because each thread does not priori know whether a new event will be added later. Figure 1 demonstrates such a situation. Both threads fetch the event with the oldest time stamp to process. Since event B requires relatively longer processing time, thread 1 fetches event D after it finished processing event A. However, event B adds a new event C to the event list at time t add , which causes an out-of-order execution of events C and D. There are two kinds of algorithms to address the problem [5] : conservative and optimistic algorithms. Briefly, the conservative algorithm takes precautions to avoid the out-of-order processing. That is, each event is processed only when there is no event with a smaller time stamp. To achieve it, a Lower Bound on the Time Stamp (LBTS)is used in the conservative algorithm. In this paper, LBTS is the smallest time stamp in the event list. Events with time stamp equal to LBTS are safe to be processed. After all of them have been processed, LBTS is increased to the next time stamp in the event list. The optimistic algorithm, on the contrary, uses a detection and recovery approach. Events are allowed to be processed out of time stamp order. However, if the computations of two events conflicts, the event with larger time stamp must be rolled back and reprocessed.
Supply chain simulation is an application of DES. General Business Simulation Environment (GBSE) is a supply chain simulation and optimization tool developed by IBM [6] . It is a widely used commercial application and earned the 2008 Supply Chain Excellence Award, a top award in this domain. GBSE-C is the C/C++ version of GBSE. Besides the aforementioned features of DES, GBSE-C presents other properties to the parallelization work.
1. As a sequential program, it has a large amount of shared variables not protected by locks in event handlers. To parallelize it, all shared variables in the source code must be identified, which is a very time consuming task. 2. The number of events is large. Events with shared variables are probably processed at different time. Therefore the actual conflict rate between events is low. 3. For business reasons, source code of event handlers is frequently changed.
Considering the code is developed by experts on supply chain, rather than experts on parallel programming, it is desirable to keep the programming style as simple as usual, i.e. writing sequential code as before, but achieving performance of parallel execution.
Using traditional lock-based technique to parallelize GBSE-C makes no sense because the business processing logic need to be modified. It's unbearable to depend on the business logic programmers, who have little knowledge about parallelization, to explicitly specify which parts should be protected by locks and which are not. On the contrary, our HTM-based approach only modifies the simulation service layer and is transparent to business logic programmers.
Using Transactions in GBSE-C
For the purpose of parallelization, GBSE-C can be deemed to be a two-layer program. The upper layer is the business logic, such as order handling process, inventory control process, and procurement process. These logics are implemented in the form of event handlers. The lower layer is the event scheduling engine, which is the core of the simulator. The engine consists of two modules:
1. The resource management module encapsulates commonly used functions, such as malloc, I/O, and operations to the event list. After encapsulation, those functions are made safe to be used inside transactions. 2. The scheduling management module is in charge of event scheduling and processing. Threads from a thread pool fetch suitable events from the event list and process them. The scheduling policy is either conservative or optimistic, which defines the event processing mechanism.
Resource Management
The resource management module includes a memory pool, an I/O wrapper API, and the event list interface.
Memory Pool. If a chunk of memory is allocated inside a transaction and the transaction is aborted, the allocated memory will never be released. Also memory allocation from a global pool usually requires accessing shared variables, and hence incurs conflict between transactions. To solve these problems, we implement a memory pool per thread. Inside a transaction, new functions TM MALLOC and TM FREE replace the original functions malloc and free. TM MALLOC obtains a chunk of memory from the corresponding memory pool. Then it records the address and size of the memory chunk in a thread-specific 
Scheduling Management
In order to make TM programming transparent, the HTM interface is encapsulated in the event scheduler. Event handler programmers need not be aware of the HTM programming primitives. The engine supports both conservative and optimistic scheduling algorithms.It also has a special scheduling policy supporting conflict prediction. This policy is based on the conservative algorithm and needs change of HTM implementation.
The Conservative Algorithms. The main process loop in each thread in the conservative algorithm includes the following steps:
1. Fetch an event with the smallest time stamp in the event list. 2. If the time stamp of this event is larger than LBTS, return the event to the event list and wait until LBTS is increased. The check guarantees that an event will be processed only when there is no event with smaller time stamp. 3. Execute the event handler in the context of a transaction. After the transaction is committed, execute the delayed event list operations (if any), and clear both ELO and MA tables.
4. If all events with time stamp equal to LBTS have been processed, LBTS is increased to the next time stamp in the event list. After that, a notification about the LBTS change is sent to all other threads. The threads blocked on LBTS then wake up.
In the conservative algorithm, threads only process events with the same time stamp (LBTS). Thread pool will starve if the number of events with time stamp equal to LBTS is small. The parallelism of the conservative algorithm is limited by event density -the average number of events with each time stamp in the event list. In addition, the barrier synchronization to prevent out-of-order event processing might be costly when the event processing time is disproportional. Some threads might go idle while others are processing events that take a long execution time. Both degrade the performance of the conservative algorithm.
Fig. 2. An example of the optimistic algorithm
The Optimistic Algorithm. The optimistic algorithm overcomes the shortcomings of the conservative algorithm since it allows out of time stamp order execution. However, in traditional implementations, the optimistic algorithm does not necessarily bring optimized performance in a general sense, because it incurs overhead for checkpoint and rollback operations [8] . Using HTM, that overhead is minimized since checkpoint and rollback are done by hardware. The main process loop in the optimistic algorithm includes following steps: Figure 2 shows an example of the optimistic algorithm. At the beginning, there are three events (A, B, and C) in the event list and LBTS is equal to k. The three events are being concurrently processed by three separate threads. Since the time stamp of event C is larger than LBTS, event C is blocked and put into the suspend state. The thread releases the CPU during the blocking. Meanwhile, event B adds a new event D into the event list with time stamp k+1 by calling function ADD EVENT. After event A and B are finished, LBTS is increased to k+1, and a notification about LBTS change is sent to event C. The execution of event C is woken up, and the corresponding transaction is going to be committed soon. Event D can also be processed whenever there is a free thread in the thread pool. If conflict happens between event A and C, event C is aborted since its priority is low. From the example, we can see that although events are processed out-of-order, they are committed strictly in order, which guarantees the correctness of the simulation. Besides the low cost of checkpoint and rollback, HTM-based optimistic algorithm has another advantage over traditional implementations: fine-grained rollback. In HTM-based implementation, only those events really affected are rolled back since each transaction has its own checkpoint. The optimistic algorithm might suffer from overly optimistic execution, i.e., some threads may advance too far in the event list. The results are two-fold. First, conflict rate balloons with the increase of the number of events being processed. Second, overflow might happen when a lot of transactions are concurrently executed. Both results limit the parallelism of the optimistic algorithm.
Scheduler with Conflict Prediction. The performance of the case study application is limited by the high conflict rate when the thread number is large. Without appropriate event scheduling mechanisms, a large thread pool may consume more on-chip power without performance improvement, or even causing performance degradation. In our engine, the event scheduler supports a special policy to predict the conflict between events with the help of HTM. The prediction directs each thread to process suitable events to avoid unnecessary conflicts. The conflict prediction is feasible based on the following observations.
-Data locality. In PDES applications, executions of one event show data locality. The memory footprints of the previous executions give hints about the memory addresses to be accessed in the future. -Conflict position. Some event handlers are composed with a common pattern: first read configuration data, then do some computation, and finally write back computing results. Positions of conflicts caused by shared variables accessing are usually at the beginning and end of the event handler. The time span of transaction execution between conflict position and the end of the transaction is highly relevant to the conflict probability.
In order to design the scheduler with conflict prediction, we modify the HTM implementation by adding two bloom filters in each processor to record the transaction's read and write sets. When the transaction is committed, the contents of bloom filters called signatures are dumped into memory at pre-defined addresses. When the transaction is aborted, the bloom filters are cleared and the conflicting address is recorded. Each event maintains a conflict record table (CRT) for the conflict prediction, which contains the signatures and other transaction statistics. Some important fields of the statistics are described as follows:
-Total Execution Cycles (TEC): total execution cycles of a transaction between TM BEGIN and TM END. Before an event is going to be processed, the scheduler first checks whether the event's conflict addresses are in the signatures of any event under execution. If so, a conflict is possible to happen if this event is executed. Then the scheduler uses possible conflict time-span (PCT) as a metric to determine the conflict probability. PCT refers to the total time span within which if one event with lower priority starts to execute, it will be aborted by the other running event with high priority. The smaller the PCT is, the less probably the conflict occurs. The value of PCT between event A and event B can be computed according to Eq. 1. Fig. 3 shows three cases of transaction conflict between event A and B. In the first case, two transactions have conflicting memory accessing at the very beginning, the transaction with lower priority could be possibly aborted if it starts to execute at any time within the time span from point M to N. It has the largest PCT (P CT max ≈ T EC A + T EC B ); in the second case, conflict position is located in the middle and conflict probability is lower than the first one with P CT mid ≈ 1/2(T EC A + T EC B ); while it's seldom to conflict in the third case with P CT min ≈ 0. Based on CRT and PCT, the scheduler can predict conflict and decide the scheduling policy for each event. 
Productivity and Performance Evaluation
We have parallelized GBSE-C through two approaches: the new approach based on HTM and the traditional approach based on locks. Since the work was done by the same group of developers, the time spent implementing the different approaches can be considered as a straightforward indication of productivity.
-HTM-based approach. We spent about one week to finish the parallelization work for both conservative and optimistic algorithms. Three days were used to identify I/O operations and handle them accordingly. It is not very difficult because the I/O operations are well encapsulated by helper functions. Additional time was used to encapsulate the HTM interface in the scheduling engine. -Lock-based approach. We spent two months to complete the parallelization work for the conservative algorithm. About half of the time was used to identify the variables shared by events. This task is time-consuming because understanding the program logic in event handler requires some domain knowledge and the usage of pointers exacerbates the problem. Performance tuning and debugging took another three weeks. It includes shortening critical sections (fine-grained locks), using proper locks (pthread locks vs. spinning locks), and preventing dead locks. Since the execution order of events with same time stamp is not deterministic, some bugs were found only after running the program many times. We did not implement the optimistic algorithm using locks because doing checkpoint and rollback by software means is difficult in general.
The performance evaluation is carried out on an IBM full system simulator [9] , which supports configurable cycle-accurate simulation for POWER/PowerPC based CMP and SMP. The target processor contains 4 clusters connected by an on-chip interconnect. Each cluster includes 4 processor cores and a shared L2 cache. Each core runs at a frequency of 2GHz, with an out-of-order multi-issue pipeline.
We have studied the transaction size in this application. The sizes are measured separately for the read set and the write sets. Read and write sets contain the data read and written by a transaction respectively. 88% of the read sets and 91% of the write sets are less than 4KB, indicating that most transactions are small. The sizes of the read and write sets in the largest transaction approach 512KB. Since the L2 data cache (2MB) is much larger, the execution of a single transaction dose not incur overflow. Figure 4 shows the transaction conflict rate in conservative and optimistic algorithms. The conflict rate is defined as the number of conflict divided by the total number of transactions. Optimistic algorithm has higher conflict rate than the conservative algorithm since the optimistic algorithm tries more paralleling execution. When the number of threads in thread pool is increased, the conflict rate is also increased. Generally, the conflict rate is less than 24%. It proves that many events are actually independent and can be processed in parallel. Figure 5 illustrates the observed speedup from the three approaches: the conservative algorithm with fine-grained locks, the conservative algorithm with HTM and the optimistic algorithm with HTM. The first approach represents the best performance achievable through manual optimization. The conservative algorithm with HTM achieves performance that is slightly lower than the first approach, indicating HTM is effective for the parallelization work. The optimistic algorithm with HTM is better than the previous two approaches. It gains more than 2 times speedup when the thread count is 2. This is because optimistic algorithm reduces the synchronization overhead at each time stamp and the scheduler has more chances to balance workloads among threads. Generally, through HTM, we can achieve 4.36 and 5.13 times speedup with 8 threads in the conservative and optimistic algorithms respectively, and achieve 5.69 times speedup with 16 threads in the optimistic algorithm.
Besides the performance comparison with the normal event scheduler, we also conduct an experiment to evaluate the performance of the scheduler with conflict prediction. Fig. 6 illustrates the speedup and conflict rate comparison between the two schedulers with conservative algorithm. Because of extra overhead of the conflict prediction, the scheduler with conflict prediction shows a slightly worse performance against the normal one when the thread count is low. But as the thread count increases, it gradually outperforms the normal one and the performance gap becomes larger. With 16 threads, the speedup is 14% more than the normal one. We can also see that the conflict rate is reduced by scheduler with conflict prediction.
Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrate that the encapsulated HTM can have good consumability for some real-world applications. Based on these findings in the paper, we will further investigate the consumability of HTM in a broader range of applications in the future.
